Discourse connectives (e.g. however, because) are terms that explicitly express discourse relations in a coherent text. While a list of discourse connectives is useful for both theoretical and empirical research on discourse relations, few languages currently possess such a resource. In this article, we propose a new method that exploits parallel corpora and collocation extraction techniques to automatically induce discourse connectives. Our approach is based on identifying candidates and ranking them using Log-Likelihood Ratio. Then, it relies on several filters to filter the list of candidates, namely: Word-Alignment, POS patterns, and Syntax. Our experiment to induce French discourse connectives from an English-French parallel text shows that Syntactic filter achieves a much higher MAP value (0.39) than the other filters, when compared with LEXCONN resource.
Introduction
Discourse relations are often categorized as being implicit or explicit depending on how they are marked linguistically (Prasad et al., 2008) . Implicit relations between two text spans are inferred by the reader even if they are not explicitly connected through lexical cues. On the other hand, explicit relations are explicitly identified with syntactically well-defined terms, so called discourse markers or discourse connectives (DCs). A list of DCs is a valuable resource to help the automatic detection of discourse relations in a text. Discourse parsers (e.g. (Lin et al., 2010) ) often use DCs as a powerful distinguishing feature to tag discourse relations (Pitler and Nenkova, 2009) . A list of DCs is also instrumental in generating annotated training data which, in turn, is critical for training data-driven parsers (Prasad et al., 2010) .
In this article, we propose an automatic method to induce a list of DCs for one language from a parallel corpus. We present an experiment in inducing a French DC list from an English-French parallel text. Our approach is based on the hypothesis that discourse relations are retained during the translation process. Therefore, if a reliable discourse tagger exists in a language, we can produce a corpus with discourse annotation labels in any language that has a parallel text with that language. Fortunately, according to (Versley, 2011) , in English, the discourse usage of DCs can be automatically identified and labeled with their relation with 84% precision; a result that is close to the reported inter-annotator agreement. Moreover, with the advancement of statistical machine translation, today English parallel corpora for several languages are publicly available.
Although we can expect little variability in the usage of discourse relations in parallel texts, this is not the case for DCs. In other words, translated texts may not always reproduce DCs of the source texts. Since discourse relations can be conveyed either explicitly with a DC or implicitly, a translator may choose to remove explicit DCs in the source text and express the relation in the translated text implicitly. In fact, Meyer and Webber (2013) has shown that DCs drop out up to 18% of the times in human reference translations.
To alleviate noisy data (i.e. sentences whose DCs are dropped during the translation), we have been inspired by work in collocation extraction (e.g. (Seretan, 2010) ). As such, our approach consists of two main steps: candidate identification and candidate ranking and filtering. We have used several types of information to filter out incorrect DC candidates and used Log-Likelihood ratio to rank them. These filters include Part-of-speech tags, syntactic tree and word-alignment. Our results show that syntactic information outperforms the other filtering methods for the DC identification task. This paper is organized as follow. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 describes our approach to extract DCs from a parallel text. Section 4 reports detailed experimental results, and finally Section 5 presents our conclusion and future work.
Related Work
Currently, publicly available lists of DCs already exist for English (Knott, 1996) , Spanish (Alonso Alemany et al., 2002) , German (Stede and Umbach, 1998) , and French (Roze et al., 2012) . Typically, these lists have been manually constructed by applying systematic linguistic tests to a list of potential DCs. For example, (Roze et al., 2012 ) gathered a potential list of DCs (about 600 expressions) from English DC translations and various lists of subordinate conjunctions and prepositions. Then, they applied syntactic, semantic, and discourse tests to filter this initial list and identify DCs and their associated relations.
A list of DCs can also be created automatically by analyzing lexically-grounded discourse annotated corpora. The Penn Discourse Tree Bank (PDTB) (Prasad et al., 2008) is the largest resource to date that provides a discourse annotated corpus in English. In this corpus, discourse relations between two text spans are labeled with a DC. If a discourse relation is expressed without any explicit DC, an inferred DC which conveys the same discourse relation has been inserted between the text spans. This approach has been widely adopted to create discourse tree banks in several other languages such as Turkish (Zeyrek et al., 2010) , Chinese (Zhou and Xue, 2012) , Arabic (Al-Saif and Markert, 2010) , Czech (Mladová et al., 2008) , and Hindi (Oza et al., 2009) .
Several work have already investigated the use of discourse relations in machine translation (e.g. (Meyer and Webber, 2013; Meyer, 2011) ). Others have attempted to generate discourse annotated corpora from parallel corpora (e.g. (Cartoni, 2013; Meyer, 2011; Popescu-Belis et al., 2012; Versley, 2010; ). Among these, the most similar approach to ours is Versley (2010) who has projected English DCs to their counterparts in German in a parallel corpus. Doing this, he produced a corpus where discourse vs. non-discourse usage of German DCs were annotated and built a discourse parser from the corpus. Although Versley (2010) used a list of DCs in generating the dataset, he also tried to automatically induce the DCs from his corpus. However, Versley (2010) did not explicitly evaluate his list of DCs, but rather focused on his parser. The main difference between our work and Versley (2010) is that he has solely employed word alignment to find DCs, which as mentioned in his paper, is not sufficient to align discourse connectives. In contrast, we have used and compared three approaches for inducing a DC list: word-alignment, POS patterns and syntactic information.
Method
Our approach to the extraction of DCs consists of two steps. The first step is the preparation of the parallel corpus with discourse annotations; the next step is the mining of the parallel corpus to identify DCs.
Preparing the Parallel Corpus
Our experiment has focused on building a French list of DCs from English. In order to build the EnglishFrench parallel corpus with discourse annotations, we used the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) . The Europarl corpus contains sentence-aligned texts in 21 European languages that have been extracted from the proceeding of the European parliament. For our study, we have only considered the English-French part of this corpus.
To label discourse relations in the parallel text, we have automatically parsed the English side of the parallel text and assumed that the same relation existed in the French translation. Although this assumption is not directly addressed in previous work, it has been implicitly used by many (e.g. (Cartoni, 2013; Popescu-Belis et al., 2012; Versley, 2010; Prasad et al., 2010) ). In particular, Prasad et al. (2010) have suggested to the use of the back-translation technique (translating a text from language A to language B, then back translate the same text from language B to language A again) to discover new DCs. In this work, the authors have implicitly assumed that the discourse relations of the initial text are maintained in the back-translation. We argue that since discourse relations are semantic and rhetorical in nature, they usually transfer from source language to target language. We have used the PDTB-style End-To-End Discourse parser (Lin et al., 2010) to parse the English text. This parser has been trained on Section 02-22 of the PDTB corpus (Prasad et al., 2008) and can identify and label a DC with its relation with 81.19% precision when tested on Section 23 of the PDTB.
After tagging the English text, we have only kept parallel sentences whose English translation had exactly one discourse relation. This was done to ensure that no ambiguity would exist in the discourse relation of the French sentences, once we transfer the discourse relation from English to French. In other words, we can label each French sentence with a single discourse relation, that of its English translation. In addition, we have also removed sentences whose discourse relations were expressed implicitly. Although the (Lin et al., 2010) parser is able to identify both implicit and explicit discourse relations, we have only considered relations expressed with a DC. This has been done, since not only the precision of the parser in detecting discourse relation in the absence of DC is very low (24.54%), but also we would not expect implicit relations to help us to identify DCs in French. In other words, a translator only occasionally inserts DCs in a translation and therefore we would not expect that too many DCs would exist in the translation of sentences with an implicit discourse relation. Table 1 provides statistics on the original English-French Parallel Corpus and the corpus extracted with exactly one explicit discourse relation per sentence. Initially, the Europarl corpus contained 2,054K sentences (57 million and 63 million words in the English and the French sides respectively). However, after removing the sentences with more than one discourse relation, the corpus was reduced to 543K sentences automatically annotated with discourse relations. The English part of these sentences contains 14 million words, while the French part contains 15 million words. Although this new annotated corpus represents only 26% of the original French Europarl, the corpus still represents a large annotated corpus with respect to existing discourse-annotated corpora. For example, the corpus is almost 30 times bigger than PDTB. Therefore, due to the large size of the corpus, it can be expected that eventual errors in the corpus (e.g. sentences whose discourse relations have been changed during the translation) should not affect the results significantly.
# Parallel Sentences # English Words # French Words
Original Europarl Corpus 2,054K 57M 63M Extracted Corpus 543K 14M 15M
Mining the Parallel Corpus
Once the aligned corpus has been built, we have mined the French side to identify DCs. To do this, we have produced an initial list of DC candidates from the corpus; then we have ranked the list based on the Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR). Finally, we have applied several filters to refine the final list.
To produce the initial DC candidates, we have extracted n-grams (unigrams, bigrams, ..., and sixgrams) from all French sentences as a potential candidate for a DC. Then, we have stored each potential candidate with its discourse relation as a pair. For example, in sentence (1) below, the English sentence contains an ALTERNATIVE relation signaled with the "So" English DC. We have therefore produced the pairs "{ALTERNATIVE, Donc}", "{ALTERNATIVE, Donc d}", "{ALTERNATIVE, Done d un}", etc. from its corresponding French sentence.
(1) So, judicially, something needs to be done./ALTERNATIVE Donc, d'un point de vue judiciaire, il convient de prendre des mesures.
Once the initial list of DC candidates has been extracted, we have used the LLR to rank the DCs 1 . LLR evaluates association strength between a pair of events based on their frequency. This measure, for example, has been largely used in collocation extraction (e.g. (Seretan, 2010) ). According to Evert (2004) , LLR is equivalent to the average mutual information that one event conveys about the other. For the sake of completeness, Figure 1 shows the formula used to calculate LLR for two binary random variables X and Y. Note that in Figure 1 , O refers to the observed frequencies, E refers to the expected frequencies and N refers to the total number of observations.
Figure 1: The formula used to calculate LLR.
In our configuration, our pairs of events consist of the observation of a discourse relation and a DC candidate. We have computed contingency tables of frequencies of these pairs from the French corpus and then used the NSP package (Pedersen et al., 2011) to calculate the LLR for each candidate to rank them. Once the initial list of DCs has been ranked, we have experimented with several types of filters to refine it.
Frequency Filter: This simple filter tries to account for the fact that low frequent events may affect the reliability of the LLR measure. Therefore, as a simple baseline filter, we have removed DC candidates that appear less than a certain number of times in the French corpus.
Word-Alignment Filter: This filter removes any DC candidate that does not align with any part of an English DC. In other words, this filter keeps any consecutive words in the French text if at least one of its composing words aligns to at least one word of an English DC when using a word-alignment model. A word-alignment model maps each word in the target text to its translation in the source text (creating an n-to-one mapping). Therefore, two word-alignment models can be produced (i.e. when the target text is French (En2Fr) or when the target text is English (Fr2En)). In addition, Och and Ney (2003) have also presented another word-alignment model called Intersect word-alignment that uses a heuristic to combine En2Fr and Fr2En word alignments. Figure 2 presents the later alignment for two parallel sentences. An alignment between two words is shown by a line connecting them. For example, in these sentences, the connective "therefore" is aligned to the three French words "raison pour laquelle". We have used MGIZA++ (Gao and Vogel, 2008) to generate En2Fr and Fr2En word-alignments; then used Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) to compute the Intersect word alignment. In this article, we only consider Intersect word-alignment, as it is able to map n-to-m mapping 2 .
Syntactic Filters: DCs are defined as syntactically well-defined terms (Prasad et al., 2008) . The syntactic filters exploit this property and remove any constituent that is not categorized as a DC. In other words, these filters keep only Prepositional Phrases (PP), Coordinate Phrases (CP) or Adverbial Phrases (ADVP). We have implemented two types of Syntactic Filters. The first one (called POS Filter) uses predefined POS patterns to filter out incorrect candidates. We have manually defined POS patterns based on an analysis of the French DCs in the LEXCONN resource (Roze et al., 2012) . French sentences, the Syntax Tree Filter only kept PPs, CPs and ADVPs. We have used the Stanford POS Tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) and the Stanford PCFG Parser (Green et al., 2011) for POS tagging and parsing the French text, respectively.
POS Pattern Example
POS Pattern Example ADV alors P ADV après tout C et P N par exemple P comme P P avant de ADV C encore que V C considérant que ADV P en outre N D P de ce fait C C parce que P N P de manièreà N P histoire de P D N dans ce cas Table 2 : POS Patterns Used in the POS Filter.
Gold Dataset
To evaluate our final ranked list of French DCs candidates and compare the four filters, we have used the LEXCONN dataset (Roze et al., 2012) . This manually constructed dataset includes 467 French discourse connectives with their syntactic categories and the discourse relations that they express 4 . Table 3 provides some statistics about LEXCONN. We also provide statistics about the DCs in PDTB for comparative purposes. Each row of Table 3 indicates the number of DCs and the average number of relations per DC in parenthesis. For example, in LEXCONN, 70 DCs are unigrams and on average they indicate 1.66 different discourse relations. Table 3 also shows statistics on the length of DCs (in number of words). It is interesting to note that French tends to have longer DCs than English. Indeed LEXCONN contains 69 DCs that contain four words (e.g."au même titre que", "dans l'espoir de", etc.) while there are only 4 four-gram DCs in English (e.g. "as it turns out" or "on the other hand'').
Although there are fewer relations in PDTB, English DCs tend to be more ambiguous. As Table 3 shows, each English DC conveys 3.05 relations on average, while this number is 1.29 for French DCs. We also notice that the longer the DC, the less ambiguous it is in terms of discourse relations it can convey. For example, unigram DCs in French convey on average 1.66 relations, however the number of relations decreases when the length of the DC increases, so that for a trigram DC, on average, there are 1.22 relations.
Evaluation Metric
Since our task is very similar to a collocation extraction task, we have used a similar evaluation methodology to evaluate our results. We have modeled the task of inducing DCs as a binary classification and tried to evaluate it using precision and recall. In other words, by choosing a threshold for LLR, we can label each potential DC candidate as "DC" if its LLR is above the threshold or "non-DC" otherwise. However, choosing the LLR threshold depends on the application and there is no principled way to determine an ideal value for the threshold. Therefore, we measured the performance of the ranked list of DCs with 11-point interpolated average precision curve (Manning et al., 2008) . This curve shows highest precision at the 11 recall levels of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0. Using this methodology, we can evaluate the ranked list without considering any threshold. In addition to the 11-point interpolated average precision, we also used Mean Average Precision (MAP) (Manning et al., 2008) . As Pecina (2010) noted for the evaluation of collocation extraction, since the precision is not reliable at low recall levels and changes frequently at high recall levels, we only consider average precision in the interval of <0.1, 0.9>when we are calculating MAP.
Another consideration when evaluating our final ranked lists is how to evaluate DC fragments. For example, when evaluating the candidate "à ce point", we have to label it as a wrong DC because it is not repertoried in LEXCONN. However, it is a segment of the French DC "à ce point que" and only one word is missing in the expression. This issue has been also addressed in the field of collocation extraction; in particular, Kilgarriff et al. (2010) suggested to consider a partial collocation as a true positive, since it signals the presence of the longer collocation. However, this "was not a decision that human evaluators were comfortable with" (Kilgarriff et al., 2010) . In our evaluation, we have used two approaches to evaluate fragment DCs. In the first approach, the Exact Match approach, we have considered fragment DCs as an incorrect DC. In the other approach, the Exclude-From-The-List approach, we have removed them from our list, so that when we analyzed the find list, they do not appear as an incorrect DC.
Results
To evaluate the DC extraction approach, we first analyzed the candidate generation step without any filtering. Table 4 provides the frequency distribution of LEXCONN's DCs in the annotated corpus. This table shows that the longer the DCs, the less frequent they are in our corpus. For example, all one-word DCs of LEXCONN appear in the corpus, while 21% of LEXCONN's five-gram and 60% of LEXCONN's six-gram DCs never occur in the corpus. Overall, 14% of all LEXCONN DCs do not appear in the corpus.
Recall that the Frequency filter removes DCs that do not appear enough times in order to use LLR to rank candidates. In our experiment, we used a minimum threshold of 10 for this filter. Therefore, the filter removed additional 20% DCs, so that overall only 66% of LEXCONN's DCs are considered in the corpus. Most of these removed DCs are not common or rather formal expressions in French such as "conséquemment'', "hormis que", "tout bien considéré". However, several more informal DCs commonly used in French were also removed, especially in the trigram and more groups of DCs (e.g. "à part ça").
Once we calculated the number of available DCs in the corpus, we evaluated the ranked list of DCs after applying each filter. and Exclude-From-The-List approaches to judge fragment DCs 6 (see Section 3.4). With all four filters, we first used the Frequency Filter and then ranked the candidates using LLR. Our results show that using the POS Pattern Filters outperforms the Word-Alignment filter. For example, if we consider the Exact Match metric, the MAP value of the Word-Alignment is 0.10 while it is 0.12 for the POS-Pattern Filter. As Table 5 shows, the best MAP values are achieved using the Syntax Tree Filter. For the rest of document, we only consider the Exclude-From-The-List approach to judge fragment DCs, since we would like to focus on other sources of errors in the ranked list of DCs in addition to the fragment DCs. After analyzing the list of DCs generated by all approaches, we noted that the size of a DC affects the performance of our approach. Figure 3 shows the performance of each filter in detecting unigram ( Figure 3a ) and bigram (Figure 3b ) DCs. These figures shows that except for the Syntax Tree filter, the performance of the identification of bigram DCs drops rapidly when compared with the identification of unigram DCs. To better understand why longer DCs are more difficult to identify, we manually analyzed the errors of each filters. The most significant proportion of errors with bigram DCs is generated from a unigram DC and a noisy word. For example, "mais je" is composed of the French DC "mais" and a noisy word "je". As these errors usually do not create a syntactic well-defined constituent, they can only be filtered out by the Syntax Tree Filter.
The POS pattern filter cannot detect noisy syntactic components since detecting such components needs contextual syntactic information. When we analyzed negative examples of this filter, we noticed that most of bigram errors are comprised of two words that belong to two different chunks. For example, in sentence (2) below, the POS pattern "ADV C" extracts "donc que", but these two words belong to two different syntactic constituents (i.e ADV and Ssub). It is interesting to note that the ranked list created with the Syntax Tree Filter includes several DCs that do not appear in the LEXCONN lexicon but are nevertheless correct DCs in French. Among the top 100 candidates labeled as an incorrect DC, we have found 31 correct DCs which are not listed in LEXCONN, such as"toutefois", "certes" and "au lieu de cela". The work of (Roze et al., 2012 ) (or any manually curated list of DCs) constitutes an invaluable resource. However, as Prasad et al. (2010) mentioned, DCs are open-class terms. Therefore, our approach to induce DCs from parallel texts can be
